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ABSTRACT
Tung, Y.K.,1990. Evaluating the probability of violating dissolved oxygen standard. Ecol.
Modelling, 51: 193-204.
One of the main concerns in water quality control and regulation is the assurance of
compliance of the specified water quality standard. Due to the existence of various uncertainties in a stochastic stream environment, such compliance cannot be guaranteed at all times.
This paper discussed and applies methods for evaluating the risk of violating the water
quality standard. The methodologies are applied to evaluate the risk of violating dissolved
oxygen standard using the Skeeter-Phelps dissolved oxygen model.

INTRODUCTION

In water quality control and regulation, one of the main concerns is the
assurance of water quality compliance to the specified standards. To predict
and evaluate the impacts of the various decisions on water quality, models
are frequently used. Due to the existence of various uncertainties in stream
environments and modeling processes the true impact cannot be assessed
with absolute certainty. Therefore, the compliance of a specified water
quality standard cannot be guaranteed. As part of the evaluation criteria, the
merit of a water quality decision should be assessed by the likelihood of
occurrence of adverse water quality conditions caused by violating the
standard.
This paper discusses several methodologies to evaluate the risk of violating the specified water quality standard using a water quality model.
Emphasis is placed on the comparison of two first-order second moment
methods. For demonstration, the the instream dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration is adopted as the indicator of water quality condition. The
Streeter-Phelps (1925) equation will be utilized throughout the paper to
0304-3800/90/$03.500 1990 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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discuss the methods. The risk evaluation techniques are applicable to any
water quality models.
USE OF DISSOLVED OXYGEN MODELS

To evaluate the impacts of water quality management decisions, models
that describe the relationships between water quality condition and decision
are frequently used. Dissolved oxygen models describe the impact of waste
discharge on the instream DO concentration. Since the first DO model
introduced by Skeeter and Phelps (1925) many modifications and extensions
were made to include various oxygen sources and sinks (Dobbins, 1964;
Krenkel and Novotny, 1980).
Using the Streeter-Phelps model, the DO deficit concentration can be
estimated as:

h

where D, is the DO deficit concentration (mg/L) at downstream distance x
miles from the initid point ( x = o), Kd and Ka are deoxygenation and
reaeration coefficients (both in day-'), respectively, U is the average flow
velocity (miles/day), and Lo and Do are, respectively, the initial BOD and
DO deficit concentrations at x = 0 (both in mg/L). The DO concentrations
C, (mg/L) at any downstream location can be obtained as:
c, = ,c, - 0,
in which C,, is the saturated DO concentration (mg/L).
UNCERTAINTIES IN WATER QUALITY MODELS

Using a model deterministically in water quality decision-making implies
that potential impacts on stream water quality condition by a given management scenario can be assessed definitely by the model. In fact, there exist
several uncertainties in water quality modeling (Hathhorn and T u g , 1988)
including inherent, model and parameter uncertainties.
Inherent uncertainty is referred to as the random characteristics of
pollutant transport process in natural streams. Physical, biological and
chemical properties of dominant factors affecting water quality in the
streams are constantly changing with respect to time and space.
Model uncertainty has resulted from the use of an idealized model to
describe the complex phenomena involved in pollutant transport processes.
For example, the Streeter-Phelps equation is a simplified water quality
model which does not consider other potential oxygen sources and sinks.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the PDF for the DO concentration.
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To assess the values of parameters in a water quality model, data from
field measurements and laboratory experiments are analyzed. Parameter
uncertainty arises from the estimation of water quality parameters based on
a limited amount of data. Furthermore, imprecision and bias in measurements contribute to the total uncertainty associated with the parameters. For
instance, parameters such as K,, Kd,U,Lo,and Do in (1) are subject to
uncertainty.
With the presence of these uncertainties, the actual DO deficit concentration cannot be predicted with certainty. Hence, DO concentration C, or
deficit concentration 0, could be treated as random variables associated
with a probability distribution (see Fig.1).The cross-hatched area under the
probability density function (PDE) of DO concentration represents the risk
of violating the specified DO standard.
RISK OF VIOLATING DO STANDARD

Mathematically, the risk of violating the
location of stream can be expressed as:
a = Pr[ C, < c,,,]

DO

standard, Cstd,at a given

(3)

.
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or alternatively
a = Pr[ O, 2 &]

(4)

in which a is the risk, Pr [ ] is a probability operator, and Dstd is the
allowable deficit to standard: Dstd= c, - Cstd.
In risk/reliability computations, a performance variable W is commonly
used to indicate the state of the system: failure ( W < 0) or safe ( W 20).
Based on (4), the performance variable Wcan be defined as:

w =Dstd- Dx( Ka, K d ,
Do)
(5)
The performance variable W is also a random variable because it is a
function of random water quality parameters. In terms of performance
variabe W the risk of violating DO standard can be expressed as:

01

a = ~ rW[ <

= F,(

-S)

= 1 - F,( /3)

in which Fz( ) is the cumulative distribution function
dized performance variable W, i.e.
=

w-

(CDF)

(6)
of standar-

PW)/UW

where pw and ow are the mean and standard deviation of W, respectively.
The ar,oument B=pw/aw in the CDF is the reliability index. The corresponding water quality compliance reliability increases as the value of ,8 gets
larger.
’

METHODS FOR EVALUATING RISK OF VIOLATING DO STANDARD

In this section, methods that are useful for computing the risk of violating
standard are briefly described and discussed.

DO

Direct integration. Referring to (2), the shape of PDF’S of O,, C, and W are
identical when CSatand C,, are constants. The difference lies in the
locations of the respective means. Hence, knowing the PDF of one of the
three random variables would know the PDF’S of the other two. If the PDF of
deficit concentration 0, or performance variable W is known, the risk of
violating DO standard can be obtained by carrying out the following integration:
a=IcSa‘fDx(u)

(7)

qtd

in which fDx(.) and f,(.) are the PDF’S of deficit concentration and
performance variable, respectively.
To implement equation (3,
difficulty arises regarding the identification of
the PDF’S of D, or W. Due to the highly nonlinear relationship between
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deficit concentration and water quality parameters, analytical derivation of
the exact PDF of Wor 0, is a formidable task in most situations. Recently,
Tung and Hathhorn (1988) examined the appropriateness of some commonly used probability distributions in describing the random characteristics of DO deficit concentration computed by (1)in that various distributions
for water quality parameters were considered. It was found that in a great
majority of the cases investigated, a two-parameter lognormal distribution
yielded the best fit, and gamma distribution was the second best.
Simulation approach. Monte Carlo simulation is the general purpose
method to estimate the statistical properties of a random variable Y that is
related to several random variables X = (XI, X,,..., X,) in a general
function as Y = g ( X ) . Referring to (l),vector X consists of water quality
parameters and Y corresponds to 0,. In Monte Carlo simulation, the values
of water quality parameters are generated according to their distributional
properties. The generated water quality parameter values are used in (1) to
compute the corresponding DO deficit concentration. After a large number
of sample realizations of DO deficit concentration are generated, the risk of
violating the specified DO standard can be estimated as the percentage of the
number of realizations that 0, exceeds Dsrd.
The major disadvantage of Monte Carlo simulation is its computation
intensiveness. The number of sample realizations required in simulation to
accurately estimate the risk depends on the magnitude of the unknown risk
itself. In general, as the risk gets smaller the required number of simulated
realizations increases. Therefore, some variations of Monte Carlo simulation
to accurately estimate the risk, while keeping the computation down, are
developed. They include stratified sampling and Latin hypercubic sampling
(McKay et al., 1979), importance sampling (Mazumdar, et al., 1975; Harbitz,
1983; Schueller and Stix, 1986), and reduced space approach
(Karamchandani, 1987).

Mean-value first-order analysis. From (6), one needs to h o w pW, uw, and
F, to compute the exact risk of violating a DO standard. Rather than
attempting to derive the true values of pLwand uw, which is generally
difficult, the mean-value first-order second-moment (MFOSM) method
estimates p w and uw by applying Taylor expansion on W with respect to
the mean values of water quality parameters. The first-order Taylor series
expansion of Wcan be expressed as:
-W=O,,- W ( K , >z d , u, Lo, 50)- S K , ( K a - K , )

- SKd(Kd- E d ) - Su(U- V )
- SL0(L, - 1 0 ) - s*o(Do - 3 0 )
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in which the over-bar on each water quality parameter represents the mean
value of the corresponding parameter, S, is the sensitivity coefficient of the
random water quality parameter X which is the first-order partial derivative
of the performance variable with respect to each individual random water
quality parameter, aW/aX, evaluated at the mean of water quality parameters. Expressions for sensitivity coefficients in (8) based on (1)can be found
elsewhere (Chadderton et al., 1982; Hathhorn and T u g , 1987). The MFOSM
method approximates the true mean and variance of performance variable
W by applying expectation and variance operators to (8). The results can be
written as:

+ 2sK,su cov[ K,,u ]
in which Var( ] and Covf 3 are the variance and covariance operators,
respectively. Note that, in (lo), only the correlation between K, and U is
considered in this study.
To compute the risk of violating of DO standard, an appropriate probability distribution for the performance variable W is selected. Based on the
results of a numerical experiment by Tung and Hathhorn (1988), one can
use lognormal or gamma distribution to compute the risk. It should be
recognized that the risk so computed is only an approximation to the true
value.
The use of MFOSM method in evaluating the risk analysis has several
advantages (Yen et al., 1986) including:
(1) the technique is simple in usage and flexible to accommodate practically any problem;
(2) it explicitly accounts for uncertainties in the problem;
(3) its demand on data information is moderate which primarily needs the
mean and variance of parameters with uncertainty; and
(4) it provides insight to the relative significance of contributing parameters subject to uncertainty.
On the other hand, the MFOSM method possesses some weaknesses:
(1)inability to handle distributions with large skew coefficient;
(2) generally poor estimation of the mean and variance of nonlinear
function; and
(3) sensitivity of the computed risk to the formulation of performance
variable.
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To reduce the effect of nonlinearity, one method is to include the
second-order terms in Taylor expansion. This would increase the burden of
analysis by having to compute the second-order partial derivatives and
higher-order statistical moments, which may not be so easily and reliably
obtained. The alternative is to use the advanced first-order analysis described in the next section.
Advanced first-order second-moment (AFOSM) method. The main thrust of
the AFOSM analysis is to eliminate the disadvantages of the MFOSM

method, while keeping the advantages of the fist-order approximation. The
difference of AFOSM method is that the expansion point on the critical
surface is taken in the first-order Taylor series. That is, the critical point
x * = (K:, K& U*, L,*,
DO*)must satisfy:
W(K,*,
K:, U * ,L& DC)=O
(11)
Taking the critical point x * as the expansion point, the mean and variance
(under the condition of independence of random water quality parameters)
of the performance variable W can be obtained by replacing the average
water quality parameters in (9) and (10) by x * . Therefore, the mean,
variance, sensitivity coefficients.of W , and the reliability index p * = p$/u$
are functions of the unknown critical point.
Equation (11)can have an infinite number of critical points satisfying it.
From the system performance viewpoint, one is more concerned with the
combination of random parameters that would yield the highest system risk.
Hence, the main task of the AFOSM method is to identify the worst critical
point yielding the highest risk of violating a water quality standard. Referring to (6), the risk of violating the DO standard is a monotonic decreasing
function of the reliability index B*. The task to determine the critical point
(K:, KZ, U *, L,*,DO*)that maximizes the risk of violating a DO standard
is equivalent to minimi7ing the value of reliability index B *. Therefore, the
evaluation of risk by the AFOSM method is a problem of solving a
constrained nonlinear minimization problem.
An iterative algorithm is described by Ang and Tang (1984) for determining the worst critical point. Numerical experiences indicate that the algorithm does not necessarily converge. It becomes more troublesome when
the risk get smaller. An alternative is to cast the problem into an optimization framework. Yen et al. (1986) proposed solving the following model for
determining the worst critical point:
Minimize I W ( x * ) l
(12)
Subject to
~ ~ * + 6 ; ~ $ * = p ~ for i = l , 2 ,
li 5 X: 5 u i for i = 1, 2 , ..., n

..., n
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in which x * , for simplicity, represents the vector of random water quality
parameters in (l),p l and ai are the mean and standard deviation of the ith
water quality parameter, respectively, I, and u i are the lower and upper
bounds of random variable X,, respectively, and :6 is called the directional
derivative for Xi = x,+ which can be computed as:

si* = s,*u,/a;

(15)’

In fact, directional derivative ai* is also a function of unknown critical
failure point. The solution to (12)-(14) can be obtained by applying a
constrained nonlinear optimization procedure such as the generalized gradient method (Lasdon et al. 1982). The optimal solution to (12)-(14) yield the
worst combination of feasible water quality parameters along with the
corresponding minimum reliahzlity index value. The risk of violating a DO
standard can be computed by (6) if the probability distribution of the
performance variable W is given or known. Applications (Yen et al., 1986)
of the AFOSM method indicate that the use of a n o d distribution
provide sufficiently accurate estimation of the risk.
The above description of AFOSM method is suitable in cases where a l l
parameter in a water quality model independently normal random variables.
However, in reality, parameters in a water qualitjr model may be n o n - n o d
and skewed. When non-normalrandom variables are involved, transformation to the equivalent normal variables can be made. Rackwitz (1976)
proposed an approach to transform a non-normal distribution into an
equivalent normal distribution. A table of normal transformation of some
commonly used non-normal distributions is given by Yen et al. (1986). TO
incorporate normal transform into the AFOSM method, one simply replaces
p i and ui in (12)-(14) by p i N and uiN which are, respectively, the mean and
standard deviation corresponding to the equivalent normal distribution at
the failure point x l .
The AFOSM method can also handle correlated random variables. When
some of the random variables involved in the performance function are
correlated, transformation of correlated variables to uncorrelated ones is
fust made before the step of normal transform is taken. Detailed discriptions on how to deal with correlated data in the AFOSM are given by h g
and Tang (1954) and Yen and T u g (1989).
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE AND COMPARISON OF METHODS

The methods described above, except direct integration, are applied to
compute the risk of violating DO standards. Direct integration method is not
considered because the exact statistical properties of deficit concentration
are not known. The emphasis here is to examine the performance of the two
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TABLE 1
Statistical properties of water quality parameters used in the numerical example
Model Parameters

Mean

Standard
deviation

units

Kd

0.35
0.70
10.00
18.00
1.00

0.10
0.20
3.00

daydaymiles/day
mg/L
mg/L

Ka

U
LO
DO

5 .OO

0.30

first-order second-moment methods. Since the true probability distribution
of deficit concentration cannot be easily derived, the Monte Carlo simulation is used to generate the distribution of the deficit concentration. The
simulation generated distribution is used as the ‘true’ one for comparing the
relative accuracy of the two first-order second-moment methods.
The mean and standard deviation of the water quality parameters used
are given in Table 1.The location at which the risk of violating DO standard
is evaluated is 10 miles downstream of the initial condition. To investigate
the effect of correlation among water quality parameters, two cases are
considered with respect to the correlation of water quality parameters. One
case considers that all water quality parameters are uncorrelated, while the
other uses a correlation coefficient of 0.8 (based on Issacs et al., 1969)
between reaeration coefficient K, and average flow velocity U. Distributions of water quality parameters are assumed to be either all normal or all
lognormal.
The probabilities of violating various levels of DO standard computed by
the two first-order methods, along with the simulation results, are given in
Tables 2 and 3. It should be mentioned that the risks of violating DO
standards computed by the MFOSM method are not affected by the
distribution of water quality parameters for the fixed mean and variance.
However, the risk is dependent on the distribution of the performance
variable. This is why the risks computed by the MFOSM method are
identical in Table 2 (a) and 3 (a); so are the risks in Table 2 (b) and 3 (b).
Different correlation assumptions will affect the mean value of DO deficit
computed by the MFOSM method. The last columns of both Tables 2 and 3,
which were obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations, are used as the
basis for comparing the accuracy of the two first-order methods. It is evident
that the AFOSM method out-performs the MFOSM method, especially
when the value of deficit to DO standard increases. Furthermore, the
performance of the AFOSM method is superior to the MFOSM method
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TABLE 2

Risks of violating DO standards when all water quality parameters are normally distributed
(a) All

water quality parameters are independent

Deficit to
standard
2.0 mg/L
3.0 mg/L
4.0 mg/L
5.0 mg/L

MFOSM
Normal
0.967
0.881
0.695
0.440

Lognomal
0.996
0.913
0.663
0.367

(b) Correlation coefficient between K, and

AFOSM

SIMUL

0.968
0.821
0.565
0.317

0.948
0.778
0.509
0.268

AFOSM

SIMUL

0.964
0.810
0.561
0.330

0.949
0.783
0.530
0.304

U is 0.8

Deficit to
standard

MFOSM
Normal

Lognormal

2.0 mg/L
3.0 mg/L
4.0 mg/L
5.0 mg/L

0.965
0.881
0.712
0.476

0.996
0.916
0.684
0.413

when the distribution of water quality parameters is non-normal. The
accuracy in estimating risk of violating DO standard by the MFOSM
deteriorates rather rapidly as the risk level decreases.
TABLE 3

Risks of violating DO standards when all water quality parameters are l o g n o d y distributed
(a) All water quality parameters are independent
Deficit to
standard

MFOSM
N o d

LogIlOlmal

2.0 mgfl
3.0 mg/L
4.0 mg/L
5.0 mg/L

0.967
0.881
0.695
0.440

0.996
0.913
0.663
0.367

AFOSM

SIMUL

0.988
0.820
0.514
0.269

0.977
0.797
0.497
0.250

AFOSM

SIMUL

0.972
0.801
0.513
0.280

0.975
0.799
0.519
0.285

(b) Correlation coefficient between K, and U is 0.8
Deficit to
standard

2.0 mg/L
3.0 mg/L
4.0 mg/L
5.0 mg/L

MFOSM
Normal
0.965
0.881
0.712
0.476

Lognormal
0.996
0.916
0.684
0.413
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Because of the existence of various uncertainties in stream environments,
the impact of water quality decision should be assessed using probabilitistic
methodologies. In a stochastic stream environment, the evaluation of the
probability of violating the specific water quality standard is one of the
important exercise in water quality monitoring and regulation. This paper
discusses several methods of computing the risk of violating the DO standard
in a stream using the Streeter-Phelps equation. The techniques can be
applied to other water quality indicators along with appropriate mathematical models. Comparisons of two first-order methods, namely AFOSM and
MFOSM, are made regarding their accuracies in computing the risk of
violating DO standard. It is found that when the risk level is high, the two
methods yield rather compatible results. However, as the risk level decreases
the AFOSM method is superior to the MFOSM method.
In places where water quality management decisions are carefully made,
the risk of having negative events happen is usually small. To estimate such
risk accurately, it is recommended to use the more sophisticated AFOSM
method. The use of MFOSM method, based on the Streeter-Phelps equation, over-estimates the risk of violating the water quality standard. This
might lead to an over-conservative management decision which may or may
not be desirable.
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